
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Республикалык олимпиаданын IV туру 
  

IV тур Республиканской олимпиады 

 

Англис тили  

Английский язык  
(окутуунун базалык деңгээли / базовый уровень обучения) 

1-күн / 1 день 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Фамилиясы/ 

Фамилия 

 Аты/Имя  

Атасынын аты/ 

Отчество 

 

 

Мектеби/Школа  

 

Айылы/ 

Село 

 

Району/Район  

 

Шаары/ 

Город 

 

Облусту/Область 

 

 

Телефону/ 

Телефон  

 

 

Мугалиминин ФАА/ 

ФИО учителя 

 

 

                       

 

 

Катышуучунун коду 
Код участника 

Министерство 

образования и науки 

Кыргызской Республики 

Кыргыз Республикасынын  

Билим берүү жана илим 

министрлиги 



 

Биринчи тур (1-күн) төмөнкүлөрдү камтыйт: 

1. Угуп түшүнүү: 

Текстти угуу (2 жолу) жана тапшырмаларды аткаруу (6-7) 

Аткаруу убактысы: 35 мүн. 

2. Лексика-грамматикалык тест (30  суроо) 

Аткаруу убактысы: 60 мүн. 

3. Окуу: 

Тааныш эмес текстти сөздүгү жок окуу 

Окуганын түшүнүү боюнча 10 тапшырманы аткаруу 

Аткаруу убактысы: 50 мүн.  

4. Жазуу: 

Сунушталган темага кыскача макала же аӊгеме жазуу (180-200 сөз) 

Аткаруу убактысы: 60 мүн 

Бардыгы: 3 саат 25 мүнөт. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Первый тур (1-й день) включает в себя: 

1. Аудирование: 

Прослушивание текста (2 раза) и выполнение заданий (6-7) 

Время выполнения: 35 мин 

2. Лексико-грамматический тест (30 вопросов) 

Время выполнения: 60 мин 

3. Чтение: 

Чтение незнакомого текста без словаря 

Выполнение 10 заданий по проверке понимания прочитанного 

Время выполнения: 50 мин 

4. Письмо: 

Короткая статья или рассказ на предложенную тему (180-200 слов) 

Время выполнения: 60 мин 

Всего: 3 ч25 минут. 

 
 

                                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

1. Audition 
Task for listening 

You will hear the text. Define which of the statements given below (A-G) are: (1-true) according 

to the text, which are (2-False) and also the statements which can’t be proved by the text or supported 

by a positive or negative answer (3-Not stated). Circle the variant chosen by you. Listen to the text 

twice. 

Вы услышите текст. Определите, какие из приведенных утверждений А1-А7 соответствуют 

содержанию текста (1-true), какие не соответствуют (2-False) и о чем в тексте не сказано, то 

есть на основании текста нельзя дать ни положительного, ни отрицательного ответа (3-Not 

stated). Обведите номер выбранного вами варианта ответа.  Вы услышите запись дважды. 

 

A This podcast will help you to learn about "unsinkable" ships and the sea. 

 

1) True                                            2) False                                             3) Not stated 
 

B  Titanic was built in Belfast in Northern Ireland. 

 

 1) True                                            2) False                                             3) Not stated 
 

C Titanic set sail from Southampton on the south coast of England on her maiden voyage  

to Belfast.  
 

1) True                                            2) False                                             3) Not stated 
 

D Then there were 1300 crewmembers, including 300 men to look after Titanic's huge steam  

engines and feed them with coal.  
 

1) True                                            2) False                                             3) Not stated 
 

E Then, shortly before midnight on 14 April 1912, when Titanic was 600 km south  

of  Newfoundland in Canada, she struck an iceberg.  
 

1) True                                            2) False                                             3) Not stated 
 

F Nowhere was the shock greater than in Southampton, where many of the crew had lived.  

 

1) True                                            2) False                                             3) Not stated 
 

G The wreck of Titanic was rediscovered on the bed of the Atlantic in1985, and many items 

such as crockery and bits of luggage were brought to the surface and exhibited for people 

 to see. 
 

1) True                                            2) False                                             3) Not stated 

 

 

 

 

Катышуучунун коду 
Код участника 

Упай 
Баллы 
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2. Grammar and vocabulary test 

Grammar: 
 

1. Our meeting starts at 2 o`clock and finishes at 3.30. You can not ring me at 2.30 

because we __________ a meeting.  

Which of the variants must be used in the blank in the sentence above? 

A) will have 

B) will be having 

C) will have had 

D) have had 
 

2. I. Like you, I wish I could play the piano 

II. Neither of us can play the piano 

III. You can play the piano, I can`t 

IV. Both of us can play the piano well 

Which of the sentences above have the same meaning? 

A) I and II only 

B) I and IV only 

C) II and III only 

D) III and IV only 
 

3. If ______ in hot water this garment will shrink. 

Which of the variants must be used in the blank in the sentence above? 

A) wash 

B) washing 

C) to wash 

D) washed 
 

4. – Who won the competition? 

- We don`t know yet. The winner _________ until tomorrow morning. 

Which of the following variants must be used in the blank in the dialogue above? 

A) is announced 

B) will be announced 

C) won`t be announced 

D) is going to announce 
 

5. – Why is the river so dirty? 

– It __________ by the local factory. 

Which of the following variants must be used in the blank in the dialogue above? 

A) has been polluted 

B) has polluted 

C) hasn`t been polluted 

D) hasn`t polluted 
 

6. I. The cliff was too hard for us to climb. 

II. We were able to climb it. 

III. We must be strong to climb the cliff. 

IV. We were unable to climb it. 

Which of the sentences above have the same meaning? 

A) I and II only 

B) II and III only 

C) III and IV only 

D) I and IV only 
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7. Mary __________ me if I would play tennis with her. 

Which of the following variants must be used in the blank in the sentence above? 

A) told 

B) asked 

C) said 

D) wondered 
 

8. – Munara is in bed with a stomach ache? 

- She _____ so much chocolate cake yesterday 

Which of the following variants must be used in the blank in the dialogue above? 

A) should eat 

B) shouldn`t have eaten 

C) should have eaten 

D) shouldn`t eat 
 

9. _____ too quickly, coffee can give you hiccups. 

Which of the following variants must be used in the blank in the sentence above? 

A) Drink 

B) Drunk 

C) Drinking 

D) Drank 
 

10. The dog follows me________ I go. 

Which of the following variants must be used in the blank in the sentence above? 

A) wherever 

B) however 

C) whatever 

D) whoever 
 

11. Your boss ___________ three times this morning. 

Which of the following variants must be used in the blank in the sentence above? 

A) phones 

B) phoned 

C) has phoned 

D) had phoned 
 

12. Which of the following sentence has a different meaning? 

A) Had it not been for your help, I couldn`t have done it. 

B) Without your help I couldn`t have done it. 

C) But for your help I couldn`t have done it. 

D) If you had helped me I wouldn`t have done it. 
 

13. Rosa`s feet were aching. She ________ for hours. 

Which of the following variants must be used in the blank in the sentence above? 

A) queued 

B) has queued 

C) has been queuing 

D) was queuing 
 

14. Nazira will have packed some sandwiches _______ we get hungry. 

Which of the following variants must be used in the blank in the sentence above? 

A) unless 

B) in case 

C) after 

D) until 
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15. My friend ___________ on last week. Now he feels much better. 

Which of the following variants must be used in the blank in the sentence above? 

A) has been operated 

B) operated 

C) was operated 

D) has operated 

 

Vocabulary: 

Read the text and decide which answer A, B, C or D best fits each space. 
 

Desert Hot Springs. 

Desert Hot Springs is a city near Palm Springs in California. It is situated on a part of the famous 

San Andreas Fault line and is the 1) …… of the natural hot springs 2) …… give the city its name 

and its water. The water is famous for its therapeutic 3)……. and some people have gone so 4) 

…… as to call it “ The Miracle Waters”. There are over forty health spas in the city which offer 

a variety of health and beauty therapies. 

The water originates 5) ……. the ice caps of the surrounding mountains. It travels slowly down 

the mountain 6) ……. miles of sand and rock and along the way it becomes 7) ……. with 

minerals. The water that passes over the fault line is heated and is 8)…… to treat many ailments 

including arthritis and to 9)….. aching muscles. It is also believed to be very 10)….. for the skin. 

The water that passes through the Mission Creek Sub-basin, south of the fault, is cold and is used 

as the city`s drinking water. The water has 11)…… many awards for its great taste and is 12)….. 

to be the best untreated drinking water in the country. Desert Hot Springs is 13)…… because it 

has both naturally hot and cold waters. 14)……. of this, the city has created an educational 

facility called Hot Springs Park that offers people the chance to see 15)….. hand how the city 

receives its water. 

1 A) start B) foundation C) basis D) source 
2 A) which B) where C) whose D) who 
3 A) properties B) profits C) pros D) benefits 
4 A) much B) far C) long D) that 
5 A) from B) of C) to D) for 
6 A) through B) between C) along D) under 
7 A) thick B) filled C) enriched D) full 
8 A) operated B) used C) applied D) helped 
9 A) reduce B) comfort C) relax D) ease 
10 A) good B) well C) perfect D) positive 
11 A) given B) earned C) gained D) won 
12 A) understood B) told C) said D) stated 
13 A) unique B) only C) solo D) alone 
14 A) Due B) Because C) Since D) Despite 
15 A) own B) one C) first D) lead 
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3. Reading comprehension 
Read the text and do the tasks after the text. Choose only one correct answer. 

It was once believed that being overweight was healthy, but nowadays few people  

subscribe to this viewpoint. While many people are fighting the battle to reduce weight,  

studies are being conducted concerning the appetite and how it is controlled by both 

emotional and biochemical factors. Some of the conclusions of these studies may give 

insights into how to deal with weight problems. For example, when several hundred 

people were asked about their eating habits in times of stress, 44 percent said they 

reacted to stressful situations by eating. Further investigations with both humans and 

animals indicated that it is not food which relieves tension but rather the act of chewing.  

A test in which subjects were blindfolded showed that obese people have a keener 

sense of taste and crave more flavorful food than nonobese people. When deprived of the 

variety and intensity of tastes, obese people are not satisfied and consequently eat more 

to fulfill this need. Blood samples taken from people after they were shown a picture of 

food revealed that overweight people reacted with an increase in blood insulin, a 

chemical associated with appetite. This did not happen with average-weight people. 

In another experiment, results showed that certain people have a specific, biologically 

induced hunger for carbohydrates. Eating carbohydrates raises the level of serotonin, a 

neurotransmitter in the brain. Enough serotonin produces a sense of satiation, and hunger 

for carbohydrates subsides. 

Exercise has been recommended as an important part of weight-loss program. 

However, it has been found that mild exercise, such as using stairs instead of the 

elevator, is better in the long run than taking on a strenuous program, such as jogging, 

which many people find difficult to continue over periods of time and which also 

increases appetite. 

 

1. What is the main purpose of the passage? 

A) To discuss the health problems caused by being overweight 

B) To recommend a weight-loss program for the obese 

C) To help overweight people overcome their eating problem 

D) To present research into the factors causing obesity. 

 

2. The author mentions people`s eating habits during times of stress to show that 

A) overweight people are tense 

B) thin people don`t eat when under stress 

C) a large percentage of people deal with stress by eating 

D) 56 percent of the population isn`t overweight 

 

3. The word “crave” in line 10 is closest in meaning to    

A) devour 

B) absorb 

C) season 

D) desire 

 

4. The passage supports which of the following conclusions? 

A) Thin people don`t enjoy food 

B) A variety of foods and strong flavors satisfies heavy people 

C) Overweight people have an abnormal sense of taste 

D) Deprivation of food makes people fat 

 

 

Line 

5 

10 

15 

20 
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5. According to the passage, 

A) insulin increases in the bloodstream when people eat large amounts of food 

B) insulin can be used to lessen the appetite 

C) insulin causes a chemical reaction when food is seen  

D) insulin levels don`t change in average-weight people who see food 

 

6. The word “this” in line 14 refers to        

A) a reaction to a chemical 

B) an increase in appetite 

C) a revealing blood sample 

D) an increase in blood insulin 

 

7. The word “subsides” in line 18 closest in meaning to    

A) declines 

B) multiplies 

C) conquers 

D) suppresses 

 

8. What can be said about serotonin? 

A) It is a chemical which increases appetite. 

B) Only certain people produce it in their brains. 

C) It tells the brain when a person is full. 

D) It neurotransmits carbohydrates to the brain. 

 

9. The word “strenuous” in line 22 is closest in meaning to    

A) strengthening  

B) complicated 

C) defeating 

D) vigorous 

 

10. The author suggests that it might be good for people wanting to lose weight to do all of 

the following EXCEPT 

A) jog 3 miles daily and look at pictures of food 

B) walk up stairs and chew on carrot sticks 

C) eat plenty of chewy carbohydrates 

D) avoid stressful situations and eat spicy foods 
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4.Writing 

Different people influence our lives in different ways. How? Illustrate your answer with specific 

examples. (120-180 words) 
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